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FAA Supports Airport
Improvement Projects With
$630m In Grants
by Jay Singh · April 5, 2021 ·  5 minute read
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As the US enters a phase of sustained airport infrastructure improvements, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has awarded billions of dollars in grants to
airports that need the money to �x runways, terminals, aprons and acquire new
equipment. On Thursday, the FAA announced another $627.7 million in grants for
airports across the US, with some money bound for both major and regional
airports.
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FAA awards $627 million in grants
Under the Airport Improvement Program (AIP), the FAA has revealed more than
$627.7 million in grants bound for airports. The latest round gives money to 390
airports in 39 states, Puerto Rico, and the Federated States of Micronesia.

Secretary of Transportation, Pete Buttigieg, stated the following on the grants to
airports:

“Airports serve as a lifeline for communities across the nation. Modernizing
our infrastructure in a way that creates jobs, ensures safety, combats climate
change, and fosters equity is a top priority for the Biden-Harris Administration.
These Airport Improvement grants will help airports across the country better
serve their communities.”

FAA Administrator, Steve Dickson, added the following:

As airports across the US continue their modernization e�orts, the FAA has announced new
grants for airports. Photo: Getty Images
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“These grants are an investment in safety and continued innovation. Every
airport in every community plays a vital role in our air transportation system.”

Every year, the FAA awards grants to airports that have highlighted infrastructure or
equipment de�ciencies that need to be remedied but come at a high cost. Many
projects, ranging from runway revamps to terminal security improvements, have
been funded through grants from the FAA.

Stay informed: Sign up for our daily and weekly aviation news digests.
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The FAA grants go to major US airports that hundreds of millions of passengers pass
through each year and to minor airports that only see a few �ights per day and
some airports that receive essential services and small commuter jets.

While many airports in the US can raise cash in the private market or through airlines to fund a
redevelopment project, the FAA helps support some of those projects while also being a major

crutch for smaller airports. Photo: Getty Images
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Examples of the grants
The full list of grants stretches over 20 pages and details speci�c work that money is
awarded for. One interesting grant goes to Newtok Airport in Alaska, which has
received over $21.1 million. This money will go to constructing a new airport in the
village of Newtok, which serves an Alaska Native community of 374 residents.

Advertisement:

A new airport is needed because the ground surrounding the current airport is
eroding, as is much of the land around the village. This airport is an essential lifeline
for the community, relying on aviation to transport people, goods, mail, medicine,
and other essential services.

Major airports have also received their fair share of grant money, including the
following:

$25.5 million for Anchorage (ANC) to rehabilitate runway lighting, taxiways, and
other infrastructure improvements
$6 million for Texarkana (TXK) to reconstruct the terminal building
$9 million for Long Beach (LGB) to reconstruct a taxiway
$13.8 million for Oakland (OAK) to acquire aircraft rescue and �re �ghting
vehicles and rehabilitate a taxiway
$7.1 million for San Francisco (SFO) to rehabilitate a runway
$8.2 million for San Jose (SJC) to construct an aircraft rescue and �re �ghting
building and rehabilitate taxiway lighting
$33.5 million for Yap (YAP) to rehabilitate a runway
$10.5 million for Lexington (LEX) to rehabilitate a runway
$3.7 million for Bozeman (BZN) to expand the terminal building
$5.8 million for Las Vegas (LAS) to reconstruct an apron
$10.7 million for Oklahoma City (OKC) to rehabilitate a runway
$19.6 million for Aguadilla (BQN) to reconstruct a runway
$12.8 million for Dallas-Love (DAL) to construct a taxiway
$9 million for San Antonio (SAT) to rehabilitate a taxiway
$19.7 million for Salt Lake City (SLC) to construct an apron, taxi lane and
reconstruct a taxiway
$6.8 million for Washington-Dulles (IAD) to reconstruct a runway

https://simpleflying.com/bozeman-growth-exclusive/
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$10.7 million for Seattle (SEA) to conduct infrastructure improvements
$10 million for Spokane (GEG) to expand an apron
$2 million for Gillette (GCC) to construct a terminal building

As can be seen from the list above, the projects the FAA is funding are diverse and
are not uniform in cost. These are some of the big-ticket items for airports.

Advertisement:

A nationwide push to make airports better
When most people think of airports in the US, words like outdated, complicated,
confusing, old, and ine�cient are often thrown around. Recognizing this and a
growing number of air travelers, in the long run, airports are focused on improving
as much as possible.

The grants will fund various projects, but most have to do with runway and infrastructure
improvements. Photo: Getty Images
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With the current downturn in aviation, though a recovery seems to be materializing,
airports have worked with airlines to accelerate or else move full steam ahead with
infrastructure developments. With fewer �ights to manage and fewer passenger
areas needed, airports and airlines are working overtime to improve the passenger
experience in time for the recovery of the aviation industry.

With this latest round of grants, several airports are gearing up for the future.
Shutting down a runway in a normal year can be incredibly di�cult and complicated
for airlines to manage, but in 2021, it should be much more manageable to still
handle �ights.

Advertisement:

Some big winners include regional airports like Gillette, Lexington, Yap, and
Aguadilla, which are getting money for various reasons. While some of those costs

The last few years have seen a big push toward modernizing and revamping US airports.
Photo: Getty Images
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may be surprising, geography and passenger needs dictate what airlines need the
money to accomplish.

For example, Yap is located in the Federated States of Micronesia in the Paci�c
Ocean. United Airlines serves the airport from Guam, providing one of several
important links to the airport. Given the remote location, it is not surprising that the
airport needs more money to rehabilitate a runway than Gillette, Wyoming, needs to
build a brand new terminal building.

The Airport Improvement Program
The Airport Improvement Program provides grants to mostly public agencies to
support public-use airports included in the National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems (NPIAS). New grants go out every year to airports that are publicly owned,
privately owned by designated by the FAA as a reliever, or privately owned but
having scheduled service and at least 2,500 annual enplanements.

Regional airports are essential for connecting some remote communities to larger airline hubs.
Photo. Getty Images
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Large and medium primary hub airports get grants that cover 75% of eligible costs.
An exception to this is 80% for noise program implementation. Small primary,
reliever, and general aviation airports get grants that cover a range of 90 to 95% of
eligible costs.

Larger airports can usually raise cash much more easily than smaller ones. Major
hub airports like New York-JFK or Dallas/Fort Worth, among others, can work with
their airlines to issue things like bonds to raise the cash they need to conduct airport
infrastructure updates. Smaller airports usually do not have access to that kind of
funding in the private market.

Air service is one of the backbones of the American transportation system. Many
communities rely on air transportation, which helps connect remote swaths of the
country. In addition, large hubs facilitating connections are one of the primary ways
people travel across the US. As such, the AIP is designed to further the reach of air
service across the US and ensure that airport infrastructure is well-funded.

As passenger numbers are on a long-term upward trend, airports are seeking funding
wherever possible for new projects. Photo: Getty Images
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There is still plenty left to do in the US to improve airports. It will happen slowly but
surely. This round of FAA grants will de�nitely help further improvements in the US.

What do you make of the latest round of FAA grants for airport infrastructure
improvements? Let us know in the comments!
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